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We perform an ab initio study of multiphoton ionization �MPI� of carbon dioxide in intense linearly polar-
ized laser pulses with arbitrary molecular orientation by means of a time-dependent density-functional theory
�TDDFT� with proper long-range potential. We develop a time-dependent Voronoi-cell finite difference method
with highly adaptive molecular grids for accurate solution of the TDDFT equations. Our results demonstrate
that the orientation dependence of MPI is determined by multiple orbital contributions and that the electron
correlation effects are significant. The maximum peak of MPI is predicted to be at 40° in good agreement with
recent experimental data. Photoelectron angular distribution reveals the delicate relation between the orienta-
tion dependence and the molecular orbital symmetry.
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The study of multiphoton ionization �MPI� of molecules
in intense ultrashort laser fields is a subject of much current
interest in strong-field molecular physics. Recent advances
of laser technology enable us to align ensembles of mol-
ecules periodically by creating a coherent superposition of
rotational states �1�. This laser-induced molecular alignment
capability has significant impact on strong-field molecular
physics leading to impressive applications such as tomogra-
phic imaging of molecular orbitals �2�, quantum interference
�3� and multiple orbital contribution �4� in high harmonic
generation �HHG�, and time-resolved photoelectron angular
distribution �PAD� �5�. It also has been possible to measure
ionization yields �6,7�, HHG �8�, and PAD �9� as a function
of the angle between the polarization of linearly polarized
laser field and the orientation of aligned linear molecules. In
particular, the field-molecule orientation dependence of MPI
has attracted much attention because not only the ionization
mechanism plays a fundamental role in strong-field pro-
cesses but also the molecular alignment may offer additional
degree of freedom to control molecular processes.

For strong-field MPI, there have been a number of theo-
retical studies of diatomic molecules such as N2 and O2 in
agreement with the experimental measurements �10–14�.
However, for other diatomic molecules such as F2, experi-
mental data �15� cannot be explained by approximate models
which consider only the highest occupied molecular orbital
�HOMO� contribution such as the molecular Ammosov-
Delone-Krainov �MO-ADK� �13� or Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss
�14� models. The electron correlation and inner-molecular
orbital contributions are found to be significant for F2 MPI
processes �10–12�. For strong-field MPI of triatomic mol-
ecules such as CO2, so far there has been no ab initio study
available taking into account the detailed electronic structure
and multielectron response. Also, significant discrepancy ex-
ists between recent experimental data and approximate mod-
els regarding the orientation dependence of MPI �6�. Thus it
is desirable to develop an ab initio method for polyatomic

molecular systems to explore detailed strong-field electronic
dynamics including multielectron responses. Although ab
initio calculations for molecules in strong fields with arbi-
trary orientation require extensive computational resources,
it has become feasible for diatomic molecules by means of
the two-center time-dependent generalized pseudospectral
method recently developed �10,16�. In this Rapid Communi-
cation, we present a grid-based method designed for poly-
atomic molecular systems and present an ab initio all-
electron time-dependent density-functional theory �TDDFT�
calculation in order to investigate the orientation dependence
and PAD of MPI of the three-center CO2 molecule.

The electronic structure of CO2 is solved by the all-
electron density-functional theory �DFT�, with proper long-
range potential. We generalize the Voronoi-cell finite differ-
ence �VFD� method �17� to solve the Schrödinger/Kohn-
Sham equations for polyatomic molecules. In contrast to the
ordinary finite difference method with regular uniform grids,
the VFD method can accommodate any type of grid distri-
butions, so-called unstructured grids, with the help of geo-
metrical flexibility of the Voronoi diagram. To attack multi-
center Coulombic singularity in all-electron calculations of
polyatomic molecules, we use highly adaptive molecular
grids. Molecular grids are intuitively composed of spherical
atomic grids centered at each nuclear position regardless of
the coordinate system and molecular symmetry. Figure 1 ex-
hibits a two-dimensional �2D� sketch of molecular grids suit-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� 2D sketch of molecular grids for CO2

used in the Voronoi-cell finite difference method.
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able for CO2 assuring more grids around nuclei. Note that all
calculations are performed in 3D real spaces. In the VFD
method, the symmetric discrete Laplacian matrix is simply
expressed by distance, area, and volume related to Voronoi
cells. Moreover, the potential matrix is diagonal given by a
value at each grid, which remarkably simplifies time-
propagation procedures. Detailed computational procedures
will be reported elsewhere �18�.

For an exchange-correlation �xc� functional of DFT cal-
culations, we use the modified Leeuwen-Baerends �LB�� po-
tential �19� that produces the proper long-range Coulombic
�−1 /r� behavior. We use �=1.16 and �=0.01 for the LB�
parameters. The ground-state electronic configuration of CO2
is �core��3�g�2�2�u�2�4�g�2�3�u�2�1�u�4�1�g�4 where �core�
indicates 1s orbitals of C and two O’s. Table I compares
experimental vertical ionization potentials �20–22� of CO2
and absolute values of orbital binding energies computed
with LB� and local-density approximation �LDA�. Molecu-
lar grids are constructed by a combination of spherical
atomic grids �80 radial and 121 angular grids� covering large
distances �rmax�20 Å�. The bond length of C–O is fixed at
1.162 Å �23�. Note that the calculated LB� orbital binding
energies are in good agreement with the experimental data,
particularly those for HOMO �1�g� and HOMO–1 �1�u�,
well within 0.1 eV. In contrast, the LDA values are too
weakly bound for all valence orbitals since the LDA xc func-
tional contains self-interaction error and does not have the
correct long-range �−1 /r� potential �12�. The LB� xc poten-
tial has the proper long-range potential and much better or-
bital energies. The small discrepancy of the LB� inner or-
bital energies does not affect the present study since the
HOMO dominates the process in this case.

We further solve a set of time-dependent Kohn-Sham
equations for N-electron systems in the TDDFT framework,

i
�

�t
�i��r,t� = �−

1

2
�2 + veff,��r,t���i��r,t� , �1�

where i and � are the orbital and the spin index, respectively.
The effective potential is expressed by veff,��r , t�=vne�r�

+vh�r , t�+vxc,��r , t�+F�t� ·r where vne is the nucleus-
electron Coulomb interaction, vh is the Hartree potential, and
vxc,� is the exchange-correlation potential. The last term is
the interaction of an electron with a linearly polarized exter-
nal laser field. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
molecular axis coincides with the z axis and the field polar-
ization lies in the xz plane, then we have F�t� ·r
=F�t��x sin �+z cos �� where � is the orientation angle be-
tween the molecular axis and the polarization axis of the
laser field. For the sine-squared pulse envelope, we use
F�t�=F0 sin2��t /T�sin �t, where F0 is the peak field ampli-
tude, � is the carrier frequency, and T is the pulse duration.

For numerical solutions of Eq. �1�, we develop a time-
dependent Voronoi-cell finite difference �TDVFD� method as
an extension of the second-order split-operator technique in
the energy representation �24,25�,

�i��t + 	t� = e−iV̂�t�	t/2e−iĤ0	te−iV̂�t�	t/2�i��t� + O�	t3� , �2�

where Ĥ0=− 1
2�2+veff,��r ,0� and V̂�t�=F�t� ·r+ �vxc,��r , t�

−vxc,��r ,0��+ �vh�r , t�−vh�r ,0��. The time-independent

Hamiltonian Ĥ0 is solved by the VFD method and the time-

dependent potential V̂�t� is given by a diagonal matrix evalu-
ated at each grid. Here 	t is about 0.1 a.u. in our calcula-
tions. All orbitals except core orbitals participate in time
propagation by Eq. �2� including multielectron responses in
multiple orbital dynamics.

From the TDDFT solutions, one can compute the time-
dependent ionization probability of each spin-orbital by
Pi��t�=1−Ni��t� where Ni��t�= ��i��r , t� 	�i��r , t�
 is the
population or survival probability of the spin-orbital that de-
creases as a function of t due to the absorber to filter out the
ionized wave packet �24�. The total ionization probability P
after one pulse �t=T� can be calculated by

P = 1 − �
i�

�1 − Pi��T�� . �3�

Figure 2 shows the orientation dependence of the total ion-
ization probability calculated by Eq. �3� as a function of �.
We used the 20-optical-cycle sin2-envelope laser pulses with
two different sets of the wavelength and the peak intensity:

TABLE I. Comparison of absolute orbital binding energies of
CO2 computed with LB� and LDA, and experimental vertical ion-
ization potentials �in eV�.

Orbital Experiment LB� LDA

1�g 13.8a 13.9 8.9

1�u 17.6a 17.5 12.6

3�u 18.1a 17.2 12.3

4�g 19.4a 18.5 13.5

2�u 36.9b 32.4 27.7

3�g 38.0b 33.5 28.8

2�g 297.5c 293.2 273.8

1�u 540.8c 540.2 516.7

1�g 540.8c 540.2 516.8

aReference �20�.
bReference �21�.
cReference �22�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Orientation dependence of total ioniza-
tion probability of CO2. aRef. �6�; bRef. �7�; and cRef. �26�.
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�a� 820 nm and 1.1
1014 W /cm2, and �b� 800 nm and 5

1013 W /cm2. For comparison, Fig. 2 includes experimen-
tal measurements of Pavičić et al. �6� and Thomann et al. �7�
and MO-ADK results �6,26� with corresponding wavelength
and peak intensity. All data sets are normalized to their maxi-
mum value. In Fig. 2�a�, two dashed lines of experiment are
due to uncertainty of the measured alignment distribution
�6�. The total ionization probability computed from TDDFT
manifests the center-fat propeller shape with the maximum
peak at 40°, which agrees well with both experimental data
of 45° peak �6,7�. As for the broadness of the central pattern,
our results are in good agreement with the data of Thomann
et al. �7� but different from the data of Pavičić et al. �6�, the
latter showing a narrower pattern. The cause of this discrep-
ancy is unknown but might be related to the experimental
uncertainty in the molecular alignment processes. Note that
in theory orientation dependence tends to become less aniso-
tropic at higher intensity �10�. On the other side, the MO-
ADK model predicts the 25°-peak butterfly shape for both
cases �6,26�. We note that a recent study using the strong-
field approximation model predicts that the peak maximum
occurs at 37° �27�.

We now examine contributions of individual orbitals on
the total ionization probability. The total ionization probabil-
ity in Eq. �3� can be approximately reduced to the summation
of those individual probabilities in the limit of small Pi��T�,
i.e., P�i�Pi��T�. Figure 3 contains individual ionization
probabilities Pi��T� of multiple orbitals with 820 nm and
1.1
1014 W /cm2. HOMO �1�g� is dominant in the total
ionization and others �1�u, 3�u, and 4�g� are scaled by ten
times. Contributions of 2�u and 3�g are negligible. In fact,
the unperturbed � orbitals are degenerate: one lies on the xz
plane �1�g,x and 1�u,x� and the other lies on the yz plane
�1�g,y and 1�u,y�. As the field whose polarization vector var-
ies in the xz plane is applied to the molecule, 1�g,x provides
the most dominant contribution to the orientation depen-
dence of the total ionization probability, which has the
45°-peak maximum. 1�g,y shows a dumbbell shape with the
same probability as 1�g,x at �=0°. Thus, the center-fat pro-
peller shape of the total ionization probability in Fig. 2 is
mostly reflected by contributions of two HOMOs �1�g,x and
1�g,y�.

This prediction is particularly different from the MO-
ADK butterfly pattern based on the structure and symmetry
of the ground state of HOMO �26,28�. In MO-ADK, it

is understood that the peak angle for CO2 becomes lower
than for O2, despite their same HOMO symmetry, because
the internuclear distance between two O’s in CO2
�d=2.324 Å� is longer than in O2 �d=1.210 Å� �28�. In
contrast, our TDDFT results incorporating multielectron ef-
fects reveal that the orientation dependence of ionization
probability of HOMO peaks at 45° similar to the predicted
pattern for O2 and F2 that have the same HOMO symmetry
�10�. Our all-electron ab initio study demonstrates the impor-
tance of including the electron correlation and all the valence
orbitals in the study of strong-field ionization mechanism
even when HOMO is dominant in the ionization process.

To explore the orientation dependence of MPI and its re-
lation to molecular orbital symmetry further, we examine
PAD to visualize where the electron is ionized in the strong
field as the field-molecule orientation changes. We extend the
TDDFT solutions to calculate angular differential ionization
probability �ADIP� for the complete PAD picture. The ADIP
of each spin-orbital can be expressed as

�Pi�

��
= �

0

T

r0
2 Im��i�

� �r,t�
�

�r
�i��r,t��

r=r0

dt , �4�

where r0 is chosen to be less than the absorber position. Then
the total ADIP is calculated in the same way as in Eq. �3�,
�P /��=1−�i��1−�Pi� /���.

Figure 4 displays PAD at several field-molecule orienta-
tion angles: �a� �=0°, �b� �=40°, and �c� �=90°. Laser
parameters are the same ones used in Fig. 2�a� and 256 an-
gular grids are used for each atom. The orientation depen-
dence of MPI has the maximum peak at �=40°, so Fig. 4�a�
is scaled by three times and Fig. 4�c� by five times for clarity.
The top and middle panels represent contour maps of �P /��
as a function of � on the unit sphere in 3D. In Fig. 4, the
PAD contour maps show characteristic features of the per-
turbed HOMO symmetry, because HOMO dominantly con-
tributes to the total ionization. At �=0° �Fig. 4�a��, PAD
forms a donut shape with a nodal point at the center, which is
equally from two HOMOs �1�g,x and 1�g,y�, indicating the
retained axial symmetry and degeneracy. At �=90° �Fig.
4�c��, PAD forms a dumbbell shape with a nodal plane,
which is mostly from one HOMO �1�g,x�. Because of the
nodal spot and plane at the field direction, the total ionization
is suppressed at these orientation angles. On the other hand,
PAD at �=40° �Fig. 4�b�� shows a peak spot coincided with
the field axis, thus enhancing the total ionization in this di-
rection. It strongly supports the maximum peak of the orien-
tation dependence at this angle.

To closely observe PAD with respect to the field direction,
the polar angle � and the azimuth angle  are defined with
respect to the field polarization axis, and then the polar plot
as a function of � is obtained by �P /��=�0

2���P /���d. The
bottom panels in Fig. 4 represent �P /�� at three orientations.
These plots are comparable with conventional PAD 2D polar
plots �9,29�. Our results indicate the significant advantage of
using the 3D PAD visualization, since it provides dynamical
information not realizable by the conventional 2D polar plot.
For example, while the patterns of the bottom panels in Figs.
4�a� and 4�c� look alike, the corresponding 3D patterns are
completely different.

1πg,x 1πg,y 3σu (×10)

1πu,x (×10) 1πu,y (×10) 4σg (×10)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Orientation dependence of individual ion-
ization probability of multiple orbitals with 820 nm and 1.1

1014 W /cm2.
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In summary, we performed TDDFT calculations for CO2
by means of the TDVFD method with highly adaptive mo-
lecular grids. Calculated orientation-dependent plot of CO2
MPI shows the center-fat propeller shape with 40° maxi-
mum, which is mainly contributed by two perturbed HO-
MOs. It agrees well with the recent experiments except the
narrowness of the one experimental case. The PAD with
various orientations illustrates characteristics of the HOMO
symmetry including the nodal shapes and the peak spot at the
field direction, explaining suppression and enhancement of
MPI at corresponding orientation. It supports the relation be-

tween the orientation dependence of MPI and the orbital
symmetry.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Photoelectron angular
distribution at several orientation angles. The top
panels display contour maps of �P /�� on the
unit sphere with a vertical line of the molecular
axis and an arrow line of the field polarization
axis. The middle panels show the same spherical
contour maps in different views that the field axis
is perpendicular to the paper. The bottom panels
represent polar plots of �P /�� with a horizontal
arrow line of the field axis.
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